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OPENING REMARKS
1.

I want to start by thanking the sponsors of this

S)~posium
S)~posium

for having invited me to address you briefly and to open the proceedinp,s.
proceedings.
impor.tant time.
The Symposium comes at an important

wi th increasing
It coincides with

concern in the community that we should get right our approaches to the
legal
unpopUlar minorities who live
le~a1 position of small and sometimes unpopular
amongst us.

Some of the minorities come in for scrutiny in the papers tha

are to be presented to you.

Papers will be presented on The

Mental Illness and The. Rights of ·Men,tal
Me~tal Patients.
psychiatric treatment of homosexuals.

LAW

and

One paper deals with

The use of psychiatry in the

w·ith.
treatment of drug addiction is also to be dealt with.

Dr. Gardner and

Dr. \o7ilson will present paper.s on Psychiatry in Oueensland and Privacy
and. Psychiatry.
2.

I am sure that
that. this Symposium will not be turned into a mindless

attack on psychiatry or psychiatrist~.
psychiatrist~. It is important in all things,
not least

this~
this~

to keep our balance.

However, it is also important.
important~ in

an age that has seen so many scientific miracles, that we retain a healthY
scepticism about the possibilities of psychiatry.

It is vital that the

law retains a capacity to assert and protect the rights of individuals
even against those

who~

I!treatment l l and with the best of
in the name of "treatment

motives, would impose limitations on the rights of fellow
f.ellow citizens.
3.

I have been invited to open this Symposium because, as Chainnan

of the national Law. Reform Commission, it·will
it-will be my responsihility to
scrutinise the law concerning privacy protection in Australia. ·.The
~The Law
Reform Commission has received an exciting reference from the r.overnment
which
whiCh will undoubtedly require it to explore many of the issues
i·ssues which
are going to be debated here today.

Priva~y is not .1ust
just a matter of
Privac:-y

computers, surveillance devices and Government machinery.

It is an

elusive concept which is relevant to the psychology of man and to his
assertion of individualism.

The Commission will therefore be looking to
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the participants at this Symposium for assistance as it F;rasps the

reference now given to it by the Attorney-General.
4.

I propose to take this opportunity to tell you something ahout

the Law Reform Commission, its work and the Privacy reference as it
impinges upon psychiatry and liberty.
5.

The Law Reform Commission Act was pasRed in 1973.

The Bill was

introduced into the, Senate by the then Attorney-General, Senator Murphy.
It established a Law Reform Commission for the Commonwealth for the first

time.

There had been numerous State commissions and even a commission

in the

A.C.~.
A.C.~.

before 1973.

Calls had been Made, over the past

decade especially, for a federal commission.

Atteropts were made by
Attempts

Senator Murphy to establish a commission in which the States would
participate.

For one reason or another, this proved-

impo~sible.
impo~sible.

Accordin;

the Australian Commission was founded with responsibility to review laws
within the competence of the Commonwealth Parliament.
territorial laws.
the need to

This included

The attention of the Commission is drawn by the Act to

con~ider
con~ider

prqposals for uniformity between the laws of the

"Territories and the laws of the States.
Commiss!1
An interesting provision was inserted in the Law Reform Commiss!l
Bill on the motion of Senator Greenwhod.

It is now s.7 of the Act.

By

this we are commanded" to ensure that the laws proposed by us " • .• do not trespass unduly on personal righ ts and

II. ••

liberties and do not unduly make the rip,hts and
liberties of citizens dependent upon administrative
rather than judicial decisions".
He
We are also required by the same section to ensure that such proposals are
as far as practicable consistent with the Articles of the International
Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
provisions for a Commonwealth statute.

These are interesting and unusual
They provide a guiding principle

which is always before the Commission, not least in the current .exercise
...exercise
concerning privacy.
The Commission has been taking an active part in bringing
together the fourteen law reform agencies in this part of the world.
this is a subsidiary function of the Commission and not its main task.

.But
But
Th(
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main task is, within references received from the Attorney-General, to
assist Parliament by proposing legislation for the reform, modernisation

and simplification of the law.

We follow well-worn methods : we issue

working papers : we hold public sittings and finally we report to
Parliament.

THE PRIVACY REFERENCE
6.

Government t s major
ma.ior reference to the
As I have said, the new Government's

Commission concerns privacy protection.

All political parties in

Australia are concerned at the growing intrusion into our lives of
Government, business and others and the need to draw new lines appropriate
for the modern age.

It is heartening that such unanimity exists between

the political parties in Australia on this question.
7.

Mini.ster promised that
During the election campaign,
campaiRn, the Prime Mini$ter

if returned, the Government would refer to the Commission the recommendatil
of new laws for the protection of individual privacy in Australia.
pt.'.omise
p~~mise

This

was repeated by the Governor-General who said that it was the

tf

"
Govermnent upon rece·iving
rece'iving the Commission's
COIlll'!1.ission' s report, to
intention ·of
the Government

introduce appropriate legislation.

A more specific commitment one could

scarcely wish for.
8.

The reference was

announce~
announce~

on 9 April 1976.

requires the Commission to do two things.

Put broadly it

Our firsttask is to examine

the Commonwealth Statute Book and ensure that present laws of the
Commonwealth and of the Territories adequately accord with modern
principles of privacy protection and respect.

The second task, within

the power given by the Constitution to the Commonwealth Parliament, will
be to suggest appropriate changes in the law where undue intrusions into
or interferences with privacy arise.

One relationship specifically

identified by the Attorney-General (in a Territorial context) is the
. confidential relationship between doctor and patient.

The Commonwealth

does not, of course, have general constitutional power to deal with this

,

problem on a national basis.
own Mental Health law.

Each State has, as you will know, its

Although the Commonwealth does have certain powers

in relation to Social Security, it's own plenary powers in respect of
psychiatry and mental health are to be found in the Territories only.
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THE PROBLEM AND POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS
9.

This lack of general constitutional power to grasp the ""hole
,-,hole

issue of privacy rights and ·privacy protection presents~
presents·, of course, a

formidable barrier against
a~ainst a total approach to the problem in this country
A second problem, the immediate cause of the reference, is the inadequacy
of present legal protection.

is·, it is generally accepted, no
There is,

. gene~al tort of privacy which can be enforced in the courts of Australia.
There aTe
",~bj.ch give certain rights
are specific Commonwealth and State Acts which

but-no
but" no general pictection
pi6tection is afforded-in round terms.

When to these

problems· and inadequacies are added the "growing intrusive capacities of

computers and themodern" science, the need to wrench the
the" other devices of rnodern;science,
law into the 20th Century can be plainly-seen.
p1ainly- seen.

T.j'e
~e

lag several years

behind in Australia iil
c.oroe to grips with these problems.
in seeking to cpme

In

the United States significant legislation has already been introduced.
In the United Kingdom a number of committees have reported, notedly the
Younger Committee which comprised some seventeen Commissioners and had
a lar"ge budget
budget.•
10.

.f

nmnerous.
. The possibilitieoS
possibilities for privacy p"rotection are numerous.

include (a)

a tort remedy such as was suggested in South
Australia and in Tasmania but rejected as
unsatisfactory;

(b)

~

a watchdog committee remedy along the lines
of the N.S.W. Privacy Committee
Committee:: nerhaps wit~
wit,h
more IIteeth";
"teeth";

(c)

specific legislation to cope with particular
problems such as intrusions by the
electronic media, telephone tapping, enforced
medical treatment and the like;

(d)

voluntary restraint organisations
organisatioris such as the
Press Council, the A.M.A. and so on;

(e)

educative and social change programmes : to
promote new attitudes for privacy respect
especially in those organs that are able to
and inclined to intrude into privacy;

(f)

constitutional amendments.

These would plainly

be the last resort when one remembers the
history of constitutional proposals in this
country.

They
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THE PROGRAl-ft-fE
PROGRAWofE

11.

The Commission is at the moment engaged in the widest possible

distri"bution of its terms of reference.
distribution

a sense

In

that is
if> why
v,Thy

r

am

here to open this Conference and seek to interest you in its work, as
it relates to your interests.

The terms of reference will later be

advertised formally and public sittings will be held.

We prefer to do

after- we have honed and fashioned some ideas of our own that can
this after

be tested against public and expert opinion.
12.

The Commission has made it clear that this exercise will not

be conducted "in a back room".
room ll •

If we hav"e made any special contrihution

to lalv reform techniqu.e in Australia, i t is in our clear endeavour to
secure public participation in our work.

The Commission has sat in all

parts of Australia and will do so in this reference.

We propose to

secure Consultants from all parts of the Commonwealth to take part in
this· national exericse.

Plainly it is not a .iob
iob for lawyers only.

of the Consultants will be sociologists.

I hope to attract psychologists and

Others will be political scientists.
u~.
psychiatrists to assist us.

Some

Some will be computer scientists

T,e
Tole have written to experts and special

interest groups in all parts of the country to enlist their personnel,
ideas and suggestions.

Copy of the terms of reference has been sent to

appropriate officers throughout the Commonwealth Public Service.

In short

we start the exercise seeking the help of all.
~
'-/t,
:t
</L,
, \
13.

There are problems in going out to the community to procure its

ideas on an issue such as .this.
,this.

The problems include those of economy,

the elusiveness of the issue, the personnel available and the urgency of
the task.

Neither experts nor special interest groups have a mortgage

on omniscience in this area.

Nor can the Law Reform Commission simply

wait for neatly presented submissions.

The obligation clearly falls upon

us to elicit opinion and evidence from all parts of the Australian

community.

This requires the generation of debate upon the issue.

wtll
wt1l be no escaping controversy and

stron~
stron~

There

feelings.

PRIVACY AND PSYCHOLOGY
Westin's Categories:
14.

There have been numerous attempts to define

priva~y.
priva~y.

In the

nineteenth century, it was enough for Judge Cooley to call i t the "right t·
be let alone".

Obviously, this is too sweeping a statement.
statement, at least
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for our modern society.

The concept must be refined and particular

attributes discerned"
definiti.ons:, are. to
discerned •. ii.
i£. definiti.ons"

.~e,

'use,
of any ·use.

Professor

A.F. t.7estin,
felt;.bY man for privacy, found iitt
Westin, analysing the need fel~.by

possible to identify four distinct facets:
Solitude

Necessary to permit a man to reflect upon his
experience .-.'
......
·Relationships with family
~

Intimacy

~nd

friends necessary

-to 'permit· deeper and more meaningful relationships
·to'permit·
Necessary to permit a man to exist outside the

Anonymity

bounds of· his historical developments, a sort of
"retreat" .
-Reserve

mao-to
Necessary to permit a man
-to withdraw from
communication, when he feels the need to do so.

A recent Canadian study identified anonymity as- the 3spe,ct
3spe·ct ·of
-of privacy most

seriously threatened bystorage _of information.
by the collection and storage.of

Other"
Other,

aspects are undermined by everyday features of modern social

Even

archit;ectut;:e.
archi~ectu~~ and .1iv:ing
~i~ing

ar.ra1;l-ge~enJ. s.... ar:~ sucn~thqt~it
su·c.1(·thq t :it
a~ra~ge~en.~~.a~~

l~f~.
l~f~.

.becomes incr~asing1y
incr--easingly
hecomes

difficult for people .to_
.find ,privacy for solitude;--or
solitude.·-or- intimacy ..•.
;to_.find
Rationale;
",' "
,":
Rationale:
.::
.'. _::.:~
...
Privacy" ,-" Sidney
15.
In his: essay "Some PsychoJ.og_ical
PsychoJ.og.ical Aspects of.
of -Privacy"
Jourard explains that" ...
..• the state of privacy is related to the net of
concealment •. Privacy is an outcome of a
concealment.,

'.

p~rson's
p~rsonls

wish to withhold from

others certain knowledge as to his past and present experience and action
and his intentions for the future.

The wish for privacy expresses a desiTI
desirl

to be an enigma to others or, more generally, a desire to control others'
perceptions and beliefs vis-a-vi.s, the self-concealing person."

16.

I was told at -a
·a recent conference that privacy was simply the

product of a double standard society.
no need for privacy.

Remove hypocracy and there would be

It is my feeling that this superficially attractive

assertion ignores recurrent and strongly felt human needs for retreat of
the kind mentioned above.
see them.

People do want to control the way in

~hich
~hich

othe,

They also often seek to control their own self-percepLion.
self-percepLion,

not least to bring the latter in~o
int.o confirmity with the standards of
society and the law of the land.

17.

It is in part because of the importance attached
attAched to perceptions

of the "self-concealing person" that the developments of data banks,
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surveillance devices and like scientific machinery of intrusion, concern
people.

Perhaps we ought not to be concerned about other people seeing
seein~

Ilas we are".
us !las

The fact remains, that nearly all members of society

are so concerned.

This fact creates, in"modern society, the need for

legal guidance and redress where the intrusion goes too far.

That is

in part what the reference to the Law Reform Commission is about.
hoblems:
18.

I have already mentioned the intrusions into privacy by data

banks, scientific development and so on.
living.
architecture of modern livinR.

Althou~h
Althou~h

I have referred to the mere

this may render intimacy and

anonymify 1s
to. secure in a modern
solitude less possible, perhaps anonymity
is easier to_secure

metropolis than in a tribal village.
only begin to scratch the surface.

These perceptions of the problem
Many will

ur~e
ur~e

upon us a broader

"privacy" which go beyond information collection.
definition of "privacy'l

In his

recent paper "Privacy and the Therapeutic State : Bevond Bugging and
Bedrooms tl , Dr. P.R.
focused.

'Hils~m
'Hils~m

suggests that the debate has been too narrowly

lie
He suggests that
"Privacy of information about oneself while .terribly
important, is less important than privacy of thought
and privacy of action.

If I cannot think what I wish

to think and.do what I wish to
important that someone kno~s
of information may be a

my

d~,

it is not very

credit history.

prerequi~ite

Privacy

to privacy of

thought and action but for me, they do not determine
the whole of

privac~
privac~

or even most of it.

Privacy [Is]

inextricably bound up with concepts like autonomy,
freedom and individualism".
19.

From this base, Dr. Hilson
Wilson attacks the therapeutic state with

its increasing concern to control the private thoup.hts and conduct of
individuals.

Wilsonls criticism of the Queensland Mental Health Act,
Dr. Wilson's

1974, is well known.

Although it will be necessary to put a

li~it

on

the concept, and to concentrate upon the focus which the terms 9f
reference give us, essays such as this do call our attention to wider
implications of privacy protection than the control of computers and
government files.
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Practical Implications
20.

A number of scattered implications for psychiatry in the

Privacy debate may be mentioned.
the United Sta.tes,
St~tes, that tender

hee~

It has

~oncern
~oncern

pointed out, especially in

for privacy can inhibit research.

It may be impossible to follow up research material because
hecause of embargos
imposed by hospital, medical ethics and the like.

Indeed, recent

material even suggests that the strict application of rules to protect

prJvacy
written down by a Consultant faced with a
pr.;lvacy_ can limit what may be written"disturbed" person.

the. same -p.rivacy
-Rriv~cy .~o
conf.es~pr
con(es~or

h~s

The law, which

the protection
protect.ion it afJords
af}ords
th~

~o
;.0

its

b.etween doctors and patients,
communications b~tween

and
.and congregation, and so on.

paramedical

p~_of~ssion
p~of~ssion

generous in
always heen rather Renerous

pt:actitioners, .has never extended
pt:8ctitioners,

QlVIl

are always

The records of the medical and

~,'t ris~
risk:
~t

also under the threat of other intrusion.

to subpoena.

But they are

More and more, insurers seek ar

nre give,n access to medical records,
records I usually with the "perrnisf>ion" of
th~,
pati~nt,'
th~,pati€;nt"

witho,ut

whi,c~
wpi,c~

"permia:si(;m" claims, will not be processed.
"permis:si(;m"

The _establiSlbJll.entAu~tralia obviously poses the potential
_establi~llJnent· of Medibank--in
Medibank '-in Au~.~;:,,~lia
... :;..,' ,

.... ..

.

for .....further
here.
,"-",
,"--", intrusion
,.-'
--'~
~~

, ~
-,,,~-

,,,~,,,.-'
-,,,~-

~.

terms of reference
No doubt this. is why the terMs

specifis obligation UpOIT
cast a specific,.
upon- the Commission
Connnission to examine this area of
possible future privacy intrusion.

X' recognise that psychologists are

concerned about the "need fo+,"
fa+" confidentiality ang. "private places".
Jourard puts it well "It appears that privacy

ts

esse~tial
esse~tial for the

disclosure which illuminates a man's being-forhimself, changes his being-for-others and potentiates
desirable growth of his personality.

Since such

healing encounters redound ultimately to the benefit
of society at large, it is obvious that their privacy
should be guaranteed.

Hence, personal counsellors

psychotherap~sts should enjoy legally guaranteed
and psychotherap.ists

"privileged communication" so that they mi~ht
might he
safely trusted by those who need to disclose themselves
ll
•
. for the sake of their health
healthll.

But this is only one aspect of the law's relationship with psychotherapy.
Perhaps more troubling are the limits to be placed upon the duty of those

"mentally
treating limen
tally disturbed" persons or otherwise helping ,them with their
problems.

The Tarasoff case in the California Supreme Court raised for

decision the duty cast upon a doctor or psychotherapist to inform relative
friends or the authorities if he has reason to believe that the patient
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may injure or kill another.

The Chief Justice of California, Tobrinear C.

said this "A patient with a severe mental illness and dflngerous
proclivities may, in a given case, present a danr,er as
serious as foreseeable as does the carrier of contap,eous
disease or the driver whose condition or medication
affects his ability to drive safely .••

Our current

crowded and computerised society compels the-interdependence of its members.

In this risk-infested

society we can hardly tolerate the further exposure to
danger that would result from a concealed. knowledRe of
a therapist that his patient was lethal".
The court therefore held that the obligation existed to warn.

Obviously

this obligation is inconsistent with the privacy of the relationship.
Such intrusions into the private relationship of therapist and patient
already exists iR statutes.

They are, however, rare.

well defined and attached to particular diseases.
Tarasoff case is; shortly, two-fold.

Normally they are

The problem in the

In the first place, the conditions

patient's. privacy are
giving rise to the obligation to impinge upon the patient's.privacy
as'predictable as say, the existence of
cif
normally not so well defined nor as·predictable
a venereal disease.

One· writer has called the Tarasoff obligation an

exercise in the IIforesight saga". The other problem posed by the Tarasoff
ruling is that foreshadowed by JourBtd.

Unless patients can come to a

ll

"private place
IIconcealed sel
place" where they can with impunity disclose their "concealed
the chances of securing information necessary for therapy and assistance
are diminished significantly.

This fact is of increasing
incre~sing relevance in a

society which seeks to put labels on condition and to reduce psychology
and psychiatry to the same certainty and precision as the physician's art.
No doubt it is the tendency of some psychiatrists and psychologists to
adopt this mode that lead writers such as 30urard
Jourard to talk of their
functioning in the .•• "commisar-like
" commisar-like fashion".
the same thing.

Paul Wilson said much

The point for present purposes is that the same precision

and accuracy and foresign may not be possible in this area.

To expect it

is not only to undermine the chances of successful therapy.

It is also

to sacrifice the privacy of patients for little sure

~ain.
~ain.

The Nature of Society
21.

This brings me to my final

o~servation.
o~servation.

Dr. Hilson,
Wilson, in the same

paper, drew attention to Bronfenbrenner's classic comparison of child rear'
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practices in America and in the Soviet Union.
Childhood".

IITwo Horlds of
His book is IlTwo

He found that Soviet society was stron~
stron~ on statt!: paternalism

and social control.

But privacy was not cherished as keenly as in the

United States.

It was seen as a "bourgeois" custom that could
CQuid interfere

with collective

solidarity~
so1idarity~

·It was part of the cult of individualism.

American society, on" the other hand, was relatively libertarian, with a
high value on individual achievement and competition.

Privacy was seen

as a hasic right of citizens.
22.

Bronfenbreener's findings suggested that children raised in

Soviet society were much more considerate, showed more sympnthy nnd concer]
for their fellows· than their American equivalents.

Conversely, children

raised in American "society were much less considerate Rnd concerned and a
lot more violent than their Soviet counterparts.

However, they were more

inquisitive and likely to challenge the system they were heing raised in.
23~"
23~·

The Law Reform Commission does not overlook the implications of

privacy foi
"future of our society.
for the nature and ·future

"course,
There are, of ·course,

social implications in this exercise which border on the political.
politi"cal.
who'would
who
'would

in

a

support a society "in which 'a premiUm
premium was placed upon

individualism and
privacy.

TIlOse
TIlose

inventiveness~
inventiveness~

will no doubt put more store on individua:

Those who seek a planned and possibly less inventive society wil:

put less store on this value.

We
He ha~e,
hmte, in Australia, a situation which is:

hopefully, somewhere between the social consciousness of flronfenbrenner's
Bronfenbrenner's
Soviet society and the unbridled freedom of his American society.
would, as Dr. Wilson says, be good

if

preserve lithe best of both worlds".

It

we in Australia could have and

Obviously i t will be important for

the Commission to know JUSt where the valuation of privacy is to be found
the Australian scale of values.

Although it is unlikely that we will pursl
purSl

a comprehensive survey modelled on the line of -the
"the Younp:er Committee 's
IS
inquiry in England, we will need the
tbe assistance of

c....;..
«..
c....;f..«..

~
psychiatrist~and
psychiatrist~and

others in the social sciences to help us fix the "mechanism of balance at
that desired for the Australian commun'ity.:
a level appropriate to t"hat
strong reaction

ind~ced
ind~ced

The

recently by the so-called "dole cheats" indicates

:the tolerance to the privacy of "dropout" is not so well developed in
that "the
this country as in the United States.

vlliat we in the Law Reform CommissiOi
CommissiOI

will have to do in the present exercise is to discover just what Australiat
feel is the value to be put on their privacy: in its multiple facets.
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When"we discover this, we will be in a position to suggest reforms of the
law to promote and protect that concept of privacy.

It is my hope that

in this investigation we can look to Symposia such as this for
constructive
24.

and imaginative assistance.

I have now outlined to you the interests of the Law Reform

Commission in the matters you will be discussing today.

carefully watching what you have to say.

We will be

Public discussions on occasions

such as this can only help to promote the orderly and humane reform of the
law, which is the function of my Commission.
25.

I have much pleasure in declaring this Symposium open. T

congratulate those who organised it. I wish the partici~ants
particij)ants well
t.;rell in their
deliberations.

